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In the Fall of 2010 an RFA was announced for the VIVO Collaborative Research Projects Program, with the goal of developing tools that use VIVO data and or code. Five awards were announced in January, 2011.

The Award Winners

- **VIVO Widgets - grant project** Ricardo Pietrobon, Richard Outten, Mark McCahill, Paulo Magalhino, Duke University
- **Integrating the UMLS Ontology into VIVO for Linking Biomedical Scientists** Moisés Eisenberg, Janos Hajagos, Eric Bremer, Jizu Zhi, Tammy DiPrima, Stony Brook University Dept. of Medical Informatics/SUNY REACH
- **Digital Vita Docs (DV Docs) for VIVO** Michael Becich, Titus Schleyer, Linda Schmandt, William Shirey, John Milnes, Michele Morris, Johnson Paul, Shiyi Sehn, University of Pittsburgh
- **The VIVO platform and ORCID in the scholarly identity system** Gudmundur Thorisson, University of Leicester; Geoffrey Bilder, CrossRef; Martin Fenner, Hannover Medical School

Special Projects

- **Extending Google Refine for VIVO** Curtis Cole, Dan Dickinson, Kenneth Lee, Eliza Chan, Weill Cornell Medical College

Even More Projects

- **VIVO CTSA Federated Search** James Pence. Implement a simple federated search apps for sites providing information via the Direct2Experts interface.
- **RDF Graph Visualize Report** Mike Conlon. Create R tools for traversing VIVO RDF, collecting information in graph objects, visualize and report on the graph objects.

Are you working on something VIVO-related?

Drop us a note. We’ll add your project here.